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THE ADVENTURER

Many dream of it yet a handful achieve it. A balanced lifestyle escapes the grasp of
traders, plenty of whom joined the industry to escape the boundaries of regular and
long work hours. Yet, the reality is that you exchange one desk for another; more
often working even longer hours than before with far less chance of success. The
Warrior laments how he lives in chains, abhors the desk and what the markets force
him to become. Others, like The WAQ are wholly swallowed up by the markets,
absorbed, addicted and do little outside them. Such is the price of performance. Yet,
like all phenomena, the exceptions are more interesting and revealing than the rule.

The Adventurer is the exception, for he is famed among his peers for trading in
locations which are, of course, exotic in comparison to a regular trading desk. The
Adventurer would trade the weekly Wednesday ‘Oil Inventory’ data right off his
scooter parked by an empty country road in Majorca. You might find him briefly
repurposing a night train cabin as his jerry-rigged trading desk while backpacking
abroad. He would manage his trade positions off his phone in the middle of the
Palace of Versailles or initiate new ones from his laptop in hotel rooms from New
York, Okinawa, Schenzen, and further across his travels through Asia and the
Americas. He is anomalous, not only as he travels and adventures while trading
successfully, but also in trading style and world-view. Profitable since his first year of
live trading in 2015, The Adventurer has locked in returns of multiple six figures per
year. The centrepiece year of his returns rests with 2020, with a return of over seven
figures. Yet, this description disguises his crowning achievement. While these returns
are enduring and life changing for any proprietary trader, these results are achieved
with the least amount of time and effort invested at a trading desk and screens. If
one were to plot an effort-to-reward ratio among all traders, The Adventurer is in a
league of his own.

Nevertheless, our trader understands the long term tradeoff. He knows that he is in
the arena against obsessives and the unrelenting - the most fierce competitors.
Further, he is aware of his great capacity and talent to vastly push his trading results;
a detail often mentioned by Haywood and Atlas. Yet this would require confinement,
routine and structure; with far more time watching markets as they perpetually
demand attention and commitment. Our trader does not wish to relent, his lack of
confinement is a life necessity and lucidly exchanges his stronger trading
performance in favour of the ability to maintain his life away from the trading desk.
Perhaps this is also part of what makes him great and ultimately successful - a
cornerstone of The Adventurer’s persona. Importantly, his abundant talent is a
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unique requirement to achieve his work-life balance in which many other successful
traders cannot, while still being able to compete in ruthless markets. Coldy
introspective, The Adventurer admits he no longer possesses immense love or
passion for trading. Yet he still maintains that this is a critical minimum requirement
for any new entrants to possess; as he once did. He explains: “Initially, when we start
trading we all want financial freedom. Yet, at this stage now I don’t feel that adding
an extra zero to the end of my account balance will change my life. I would much
rather Skii with friends or read a good book to be better off the next day. I want to
further explore the possibilities in life.” In other words, the markets have transformed
from a passion and have become a means to an end. The income provides freedom
away from the pressures and time commitments of most other careers. In turn this
allows for time to be spent with family, fulfil his autodidactic desires, travel and
ultimately give back to the world. With specific detail; The Adventurer would often
trade at his desk at home for three weeks, and travel for the fourth. Sometimes he
would forgo trading all together on some longer, more exotic journeys. Importantly,
our traders story brings attention to what happens after a trader’s ‘success’ - a little
discussed topic. Naturally so, for the volume of potential and struggling traders by far
outweighs the successful. As Haywood notes, “Dealing with high level traders is a
different game. They are in a different stage in their career and financial status, they
possess different goals, objectives and a changing philosophy of life that deals more
with meaning rather than a complete focus on growing their income.”

Caution ahead. This chapter will not redeem the naive world-view that ‘trading’ can
be relegated to a three-hour, compartmentalised, side activity for a novice who just
discovered there is another market other than the S&P 500. Firstly, those who argue
the “lifestyle” is possible will not find consolation here. Remember our trader is
anomalous for a reason. His uniqueness is evidence of how rare and nearly
unachievable his ‘travelling and trading’ feats really are. The unfortunate
salesmanship tactic of advertising trading as an easy lifestyle and income with so
few hours of effort committed has done great damage to the expectations of potential
traders. If many readers will still believe these ‘expectations’ after finishing this book
then we have failed in what we had set out to accomplish. The markets demand their
pound of flesh, and it will be paid one way or another. Secondly, consider an
important detail in The Adventurer's career path by understanding the equivalent
path of high level athletes. Virtually all of these athletes train for competitions
differently than how they did as novices. A novice replicating the training of a
high-level athlete who may “work less” naively assumes that this is how they had
always trained; and it was what made them become the best. This is what we can
self-term as the champion fallacy; an easy trap for newer traders as they try to
emulate the strategies and behaviour of expert traders as they are - rather than
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emulating how they got there - often an entirely different journey. This is something
further explored in The Warrior’s chapter. For many years, The Adventurer too did
not substitute deep focus and long hours for anything else. Plain living and complete
dedication to improvement in his craft; The Adventurer too reached the “darker side
of trading”, becoming obsessive and near possessed addiction-like traits. Wholly
immersed and focused, our trader was always at his desk and doing little outside the
office to make the most of his learning opportunity in the first few years - the
minimum price of performance. Simply put, do not use The Adventurer’s story to
eschew deep focus, immersion and hard work early in your career. Rather, use it
wisely to understand how your senior career priorities may change away from just
the bottom line. A positive decision, if the tradeoffs and opportunity cost is
understood. Comparing The Adventurer's early Junior Olympic Ski Racing ambitions
and his current trading career, Haywood summarised our trader’s point of view. “In
skiing you went as far as you could, in trading you went as far as you wanted.” There
are a lot of self-admitted obsessives profiled in this book, The Adventurer is no
longer one of them.

The First Summit

The mountains and skiing is in The Adventurer's blood. Hailing from a French village
in the Alps, competitive ski racing had become his first love. Competitive it was, for
our future trader had a shot at the Junior Winter Olympics and had taken on a
university sport scholarship in the United States. This is a key part to understanding
The Adventurer, as several life experiences had unexpectedly prepared him for a
strong start in his future trading career. Keeping with his realist streak; our trader
quickly understood he would not make the cut for the Olympic team. Nevertheless,
the hard lessons learnt through his skiing would later permit our trader to notice and
avoid the same mistakes that so many other novice traders - his peers - had
succumbed to. These lessons are timeless - the same ones by one way or the other
highlighted implicitly or explicitly by many traders in this book.

Starting at the same proprietary trading firm as some of the traders profiled in the
book, The Adventurer discussed one of his peers at the time. “He was spending a
crazy amount of time in front of his screens. He was always rewatching the same
videos of price ladders, obsessed that he had found something. Yet he never
progressed. I could see myself in the mirror. When I had stopped Skiing I knew I
could have trained in a more intelligent way. I brute forced my training to get better;
yet this is not enough to get to the top. Trading at the start is so demanding, every
minute you put in must be productive. If something is not working; you must move on
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until you find something.” In agreement, Haywood too highlights how this issue is not
limited to novice traders. Many experienced and profitable traders can enter periods
of ‘working harder’ as psychological defence against bad drawdowns; with no avail.
Perhaps too, there is method in the seeming ‘chaotic’ nature of The Adventurer’s
travels; limited time forces a more effective use of it. This is Parkinson’s Law - once
more - at work, as discussed with The Collector. He continued. “Often I would see I
would lose trying to do the same thing. Each week I tried to erase the trade I always
lose. When I was struggling, for example, I was always buying or selling at a market
extreme. In that market environment it was too risky to do so; and had lost the most
doing this.” By now, some readers are likely to protest that both of the above points -
effective use of time, and doing less of what doesn't work seems ‘obvious’. Yet, with
the experience of countless traders that the AXIA team of mentors and coaches
have dealt with; one would be surprised to see how many traders fail to do the
‘obvious’ - or in this case - “error pruning'' as Haywood calls it. In fact, nearly every
trader reading this will more than likely attest to long periods of missing the ‘obvious’
- entering messy, overcomplicated periods of their trading, blurring their edge and
overall ‘framework’. This, too, is why traders like The Hero expressly work through a
“process refresh” every quarter, as he is far too aware of how easily traders can build
“layers of abstraction” and overcomplicate their trading or lose sight of clear, simple
principles.

For The Adventurer, the harsh lessons of Ski racing had provided yet another truism.
Discussing how he would train traders himself, he stressed an important point. “It is
fine if trading does not work out, but you just cannot have regrets. It is the same in
sports. If you want to be a professional, you need to try your best and push. I know
many skiers who did not give all they could during training, instead partied and did
other things. Even ten years later they are frustrated. They say how they could have
done more; could have reached the top. Yet it is too late. Give trading everything and
it is fine if it does not work. There are many other things to do in life.” The
Adventurer's reflections during our conversations were keenly focused on the
intersection of trading; life and ultimately meaning. These same considerations were
important to our trader from the start. Explaining the interim period before his first
trading year, and university - he was aghast at the possibility of working at an
Investment Bank. “After doing some brief internships, I would have quit later, I
wouldn’t have my freedom. I was never afraid to work long hours in front of a trading
screen but at least it would be for myself.” Between this period, The Adventurer had
discovered trading; and like The Razor and nearly all traders this discovery period
before joining proprietary trading firms was characterised by painful memories of
losing funds, and accounts - especially as some of these funds originated from
friends and family.  “I tried many things to make money. I lost whole accounts buying
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stocks, or with poker and trying stupid things like binary options. I know the pain of
losing an account with money that you need to live. Maybe this is why I had never
lost my account trading in prop; I think very few people can say this. Deep inside I
know how it can be when you do something stupid.”

Starting in 2015, The Adventurer had put his well-earnt lessons from Skii racing to
good use. Quickly profitable after his first year, and building upon the second. It was
at this moment that the same events that rocked the careers of so many traders
profiled here had too affected The Adventurer. Like most, his account had vanished
overnight. Already having made the move to Wroclaw, Poland; he had now felt
jetisoned, yet later to become part of the first initial team that comprised the new
AXIA-FCT partnership. With thoughtful efficiency, he was determined to keep things
simple, yet robust. Our trader’s lucid ability or “error prune” had served him well
during the first few years as a trader. Yet, as we are about to explore; his true edge
and talent lies in so much more.

“Something about these French traders…”

A testament to the endearing complex yet not complicated nature of markets, The
Adventurer in many respects is a complete opposite to The Razor. Upon first
discussion, The Adventurer stated “I cannot tell you how I trade. I don’t know what
my edge is, there is no specific thing that I do”. Yet, this what one would expect a
trader like The Adventurer to say; a reflection of how he conceptualises trading and
the markets. His edge does not lie with structuring a trade like The Razor. Nor does
he harbour deep and documentented understanding of market profile like The
Engineer, or aggressively trade news headlines like The Warrior. Neither does The
Adventurer limit himself to trading only some of the market behaviour like momentum
or reversals. “I never found one thing for myself, but I have many things that add up”
as he explained further. In fact, he takes all of the above trades, as his edge lies
elsewhere and is noticeably twofold: a simple yet robust observational ability
combined with masterful dynamic sizing of his positions. Utilising the same
framework that we had been building over the past few chapters; we can simply
define The Adventurer as nearly a pure ‘tactical’ and ‘unstructured’ trader as they
come.1 As Haywood puts it: “It's something about these French traders who all seem
masters in freestyling their trading; then beautifully and dynamically manage their
risk.”

1 You can refer to the diagrams in the Appendix to graphical understand how we define The
Adventurer
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A common trait among these successful ‘unstructured’ traders is an unbridled ability
to trust their natural observations of the market - more explicitly than other traders.
The Adventurer is able to monetise his observational power as his higher trading
frequency creates a fast feedback loop. This ensures he is synchronised closely to
the behaviour of markets; its structure and ultimately the latest overall market
environment. Identification of the latest market environment and behaviour is often
half the game. For example, a trader’s edge that is predominantly ‘momentum’
based in ‘range bound’ market environment might be at best flat - requiring
considerable skill to do so. In comparison, a mediocre trader whose edge centres
around ‘fading’ - market reversals - would easily experience good profits while the
market remains range bound. The correct identification of the market overcomes
average skill; explaining in part why novice traders might experience iterrant periods
of success, yet remain inconsistent overall.  More so, the assurance these
‘unstructured’ traders possess in their observational power is mirrored in their
aversion to overcomplication. The Adventurer frequently discussed the ‘KISS
principle’ and likewise found his successful trading strategies to first grow his trading
account by a simple process of elimination. Quite simply, our trader had listed every
idea he had heard, seen or learnt. Through pure trial and error he quickly had found
several trades that had worked in that current market environment and ran with it.
The rest - he will figure out later. This is in refreshing contrast to many who venture
into markets and inately look to overcomplicate, dramatise and adorn themselves
with a grandiose intellectual ego. As some say - perhaps they prefer to show they
know markets rather than trade markets.

Haywod best summarises what it would be like watching The Adventurer trade. “He
might be offside in a losing position for a long time, yet be down relatively little.
However, at the end of the day he is strongly in profit. He has a fantastic ability to
wait for the perfect moment then attack with size when it really matters. When the
trade turns in his favour.” This too aptly summarises traders like The Warrior, in
effect - all ‘unstructured traders’. This is the perfect way to intuitively describe what
dynamic sizing looks like. To better understand why dynamic sizing works as an
edge we can explore and understand the relationship between variance and the
market auction; while making it applicable to intraday futures traders.

Imagine a scenario in which you are shopping for exotic fruits, and you find a trader
who is selling them at aggressively low prices. This price information should be
sufficient to raise a red flag. Understanding the basics of the market auction - as
explored in the Order Flow and the Market Auction chapter, should notify to you that
the seller likely knows far more about exotic fruit than you do; as you are a layperson
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and a buyer. Yet price alone is often good enough information to infer likely
participant intent. The price is strong information, perhaps the fruit is closer to expiry
than you expect, or is of lower quality. In other words, you might never find out the
real reason as to why the fruit was being sold aggressively. This informational
asymmetry to your detriment is in fact your reality as a proprietary trader. You are not
a crude oil trading desk, tasked with hedging commercial clients with access to niche
information flow. Nor a hedge fund with creatively expensive research with access to
relatively esoteric markets. Yet, it does not matter to a nimble intraday futures trader
who is never obligated to hold any positions. Consider that the market price reflects
the latest action of the most determined or most motivated participant. For example,
if a participant hits the usually highly liquid US Treasury Notes and starts moving the
price, then you know he is doing this for a reason. The firepower and aggressiveness
needed to move a liquid market so fast infers something is going on. There might be
a forced liquidation, perhaps there is rushed hedging activity, or someone has the
news earlier than anyone else. The reasons are different and endless, yet the price
moves all the same. In a beautifully simplistic way, you are using the market
efficiency to your advantage. Debating the nature of market efficiency is beyond our
scope, yet for our purposes we can accept that it is highly but not perfectly efficient.
You can assume the market is nearly “always right”; and is auctioning higher or lower
for a reason. This creates a truism for a dynamic, ‘unstructured’ outright futures
trader : “If you are in a winning position, there is likely a good reason for it. If you are
in a losing position there is also a good reason for it.” The greater the volatility and
the stronger the momentum in the market, participants are forced to make decisions
in a compressed period of time. This is when the aforementioned behaviour and
price information is at its most pure and easiest to observe. When markets are
stagnant, non-volatile the same effect plays out but on a much longer time horizon;
thereby osburing this behaviour of the market. Each of these traders have empirically
observed the same behaviour. Take The Warrior who summarises the same when
trading news or periods of high volatility and energy in the markets - “I don’t want to
be the first guy to hit it, but you always want to be the second.” Let the market tell
you what it wants to do.

This truism then creates the basis for managing risk dynamically. If your trade is in a
losing position - there is a reason for it - and your exposure should be minimal. Once
the sequence of events plays out and the trade is in a winning position - something
has changed - then the trader should press his advantage and his exposure should
quickly increase. This, at its core, is the essence of dynamic sizing; the details on
how it is executed and changes with each trader. Importantly this in the perspective
of an outright (non-hedged or spread) futures trader.  For The Adventurer he enters
and exits trades in much smaller chunks than most traders. A standard tactic is to
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divide your maximum tradable ‘lots’ or contracts available to trade into ‘clips’, the
usual being five clips. These clips are a way to group your lots and enter and exit the
market in chunks. For example, a trader could trade a maximum of thirty WTI Crude
Oil lots and would split these into six lots per clip. A single click on the price ladder
and enters the market with one clip, or six lots. For The Adventurer, he trades far
more than thirty lots yet still enters the market with one or two lots, constantly scaling
in and out his trades thereby adjusting to the natural flow of a trade. This requires an
intuitive understanding of the market auction to the same as described above. He
would be holding minimal size when in a losing position. When the right flow
presents itself, he would then strongly and abruptly add to his trade to take out big
chunks of profit. This is the genius of this domian. He does not have to be an expert
of various trade strategies, his self adapting sizing allows him to circumvent the
effect of high variance, an issue for traders who do not have full depth and expertise
of a certain trade strategy to understand when they should not take a trade. In other
words, the information and feedback he is receiving from markets by participating
within them is paid ‘cheaply’ through minimal exposure.

Variance as a term is stretched widely within our own trading domain; and even more
so outside it. Likely - the way we will define and repurpose the term here will be a
crude reproduction as it is understood in other domains; yet it is sufficient for our
purposes. We can define variance as the potential outcomes of a given trade
strategy. Each time we take this trade a different outcome may occur, adhering to a
certain unknown chain of cause and effect, nearly random but not quite. Different
trades possess a range of outcomes, and most trades possess fairly high variance.
A certain few possess very small or tight variance - the exclusive domain of The
Razor. A large part of a trader’s edge is how he deals with variance. The Engineer
through methodical breakdown and logging of market patterns, cause and effect tries
to place himself in a market environment with much lower variance. For The Razor,
he does not tolerate trades in a losing position - price itself in the context of the
market auction provides enough information to tell him to exit. For The Adventurer,
he is no specialist of any trading strategy or market environment, thereby exposing
potentially his biggest vulnerability - that of high variance.

Diagram 3.1 helps to visualise this point. Consider that The Adventurer can be on
any ‘path’ of a certain outcome of a regular range expansion or momentum type
trade. He does not know what will happen next or know which ‘path’ he is on. Yet this
is not important, as he adapts to the market price through the market auction - the
best singular piece of information. Therefore he is able to stay light and nimble in the
market as the ‘paths’ play out. When the right outcome presents himself he will be in
the position to increase his exposure and take profit. Seemingly this high variance is
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countered by the dynamism. In other words, take care of the journey and the
destination will present itself. The Adventurer describes the nature of this ‘path’ in his
own words, built upon his confidence in his observational ability. “Let's say at one
point you notice that the breakout in Crude Oil within a period does not work well; yet
in Gold it is great. Then in a few weeks it is the opposite and you need to switch
rapidly. It is never one thing. It is always a mix of little signs. Let's say you have your
‘ten traffic lights’ and you have eight green - then you just go for it. It is not formally
‘ten traffic lights’ of course and sounds silly to say it. Yet in your head you have a
couple signs that provide context and theme and that is enough.” Once our trader
“goes for it” he will figure out the rest with his dynamic sizing.

Therefore, we have completed our journey to reveal the key differences between a
pure ‘unstructured’ and a ‘structured’ trader that had started a few chapters ago.
Compare the highly structured nature of The Voyager and The Razor. They deeply
understand the destination of the trade lets the journey take care of itself. They do
not need to be dynamic with sizing as they are only exposed to trades with very
specific outcomes - subsequently sizing their trades as “all in - all out”. For the
‘unstructured’ Adventurer his dynamic sizing is predicated on “scaling in - scaling
out.”

Diagram 3.1 (Placeholder Graphic)

Hence, the specific choice of words when we stated “price alone is good enough
information to infer likely participant intent.” The key word - likely. The participant
intent is one of the main reasons for such high variance, and we have made the case
that inferring somewhat accurately on what the internet is; sufficiently provides trade
identification that is then managed through dynamic sizing.

We bring awareness to this concept as too many novice traders either mix their ‘risk
management’ - an abused term - with dynamic management within a trade that
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inherently is highly structured which often serves best with “all in - all out”. In reverse,
many other traders attempt to statically manage their exposure in trades that have
too high variance; leading to inconsistency and frustration. In this situation it is better
served to develop skills and tactics on how to best manage dynamic trades; perhaps
in smaller and more frequent chunks like The Adventurer. Perhaps instead they can
also adapt the execution tactics of The Warrior, another ‘unstructured’ trader - as
traders can even review many of his most important trading days on the AXIA
Youtube Channel. Nevertheless, many traders who size their trade dynamically fall
prey to the usual mistakes - adding too late or early, not enough or too much. There
is an undefinable part of what makes The Adventurer good at this part of the game,
likely where talent plays its greatest part.

The Undefinable

There is a concept that permeates literature, histories and other wisdom passed
down. That is, the act of defining a process, an idea, or someone inherently infuses
human fallibility. We highlight what we deem as ‘important’ and relegate the rest to
the ‘unimportant’. Some religions of the world acknowledge this by admonishing
depiction of God or a deity as defining the undefinable; humans who foolishly
assume to understand divinity enough to depict it do so in vain. Those who deal with
models simplify through necessary assumptions through a reductive process. Those
within fields like history, economics and sociology deal with an intractable problem of
a nebulous cause and effects. The issues in the act of defining and separating within
a ‘complex system’ - and its applicability to trading we will explore with The WAQ.
Yet for now, appreciate that the act of reducing in order to ‘understand’ is an issue
when you deal within a system where “the sum of the parts is greater than the
whole.” Nassim Taleb - among many things - brought greater awareness to
‘complexity’ and our issues in dealing with it. He simply advises that being aware of
our limitations in dealing with complexity is often the best we can do.2 For our
purposes, we face the same issue when discussing talent, a word that others use to
describe The Adventurer. Talent as a word is used as a placeholder for the missing,
oqueue factors which cannot be easily identified or replicated; talent implies
uniqueness - the product of the “sum of the parts”.

Now that we are aware of the dangers of isolating a singular cause to identify talent
or performance; we can still discuss one aspect of The Adventurer which goes a long
way to support his talent. Upon discussing emotions at the trading desk, The

2 Taleb - TBC cit
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Adventurer and - as we will see - The Warrior both notorious for wearing their hearts
on their sleeves. Haywood initiates the discussion. “I think this is so important as an
edge because I know what The Warrior is like when he is in certain situations,
creating these mental ‘hacks’ to get yourself out of a position - how you perceive
things, where you are and how you perceive opportunity. I think the best traders
have the best techniques of getting out of bad situations.” The Adventurer in
agreement recounted his own experience. “When I get angry at the desk, I think it is
a way to tell myself - Hey! There is something not working well. React! I tried to be
very calm one year and it was a disaster. I was going offside, onside and offside. I
was just sitting there calm but not reacting. Then I restarted to get angry and it was a
lot better. I wasn’t as angry as much as before - since you feel stupid to scream so
much alone at home.” Like the tag-line for a certain Ridley Scott movie: At home, no
one can hear you scream. Nevertheless, this physical alarm created by these traders
serves as an undefinable edge. Certainly most traders can be wholly swallowed by
sheer panic or anger induced recklessness. Yet, as we will discover with The
Warrior, he is at his best when he is the most animated, aggressive and loud. The
Adventurer’s attempt to regulate his emotion provokes great insight into how
important it was once lost or suppressed - his ‘physical alarm’ seems crucial for
himself as an unstructured and tactical trader. The ability for these traders to use
their ‘negative’ emotions in a purposeful way perhaps comes the closest to what we
designate as talent. Haywood continues. “The more discretionary you are as a
trader, the more you use your gut intelligence - or interoception. Therefore they have
to create a physical trigger, an alarm to align themselves with what the market is
actually doing.”3 From another angle, perhaps it is the emotions and the physical
alarms to alter the perception of traders that provides them ‘structure’, a way to filter
and organise the order flow and the market auction - even though these are the very
same ‘unstructured’ traders we have been discussing since The Voyager’s chapter.
‘Structured’ traders explicitly understand the composition of their trade, and a few of
them may even map their entire execution beforehand. The unstructured trader, as
we have now been building up our understanding through The Adventurer, rely on
dynamic sizing to ‘find their way’ - yet this undefinable, interoceptive edge certainly
plays a part to help them organise, define the current market behaviour. Certainly
this interoceptive edge is part of any successful trader in this book - even The Razor
who is so precisely defined in his trading went to great lengths to discuss the
“emotional intelligence” required in trading. The Engineer too - renowned for his
quiet, serene like composure, deeply examines what the markets make him feel to
provide information within his trading and overall framework. Nevertheless, traders
like The Adventurer lean on their interoceptive power the most - expanding upon his

3 Interoception cite
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genius - the talent that lets him do what he does: masterly dynamic sizing with strong
interoceptive power.

This creates further questions - are all the traders in the book ‘talented’ because of
their achievements? Or is it a product of each trader finding a way to play to their
strengths, thereby making it look like talent in hindsight? Nearly every trader in this
book will reaffirm the near impossibility of predicting which new traders will be able to
sustain a successful career; finding ‘talent’ early in a career even more so. Hence,
this is why we acknowledge that investigating and documenting certain attributes
come close to describing what The Adventurer is. Yet, we never fully bridge the gap
due to the nebulous nature of talent overshadowed by the act of defining something
undefinable. Such is the case with all the traders in the book - a concept all readers
wishing to replicate their successes must be aware of. This is a similar take to The
Razor’s simple assertion that replication will only ensure the trader “lives in the
shadow of others”.

A Glass Half Full….

Invariably, our conversations took place over food in cafes and restaurants in the
market square, or rynek of central Wrocław. Interweaving trading, life stories and
sport, we had also indulged in discussing our mutual love for History. This bled into
The Adventurer’s strong monologues about France and its politics in which these
authors had delightfully yielded to, as any good guest of a Frenchman would do.

Nonetheless, our trader discussed these topics that conveyed strong intellectual
honesty. Speaking with a purposeful pace and clarity, The Adventurer discussed the
relationship between his high level athletic career and trading, yet specifically within
the context of perception - in what he highlights as being “very fundamental how you
see the game, maybe it is the most important thing.”

Restrospectively, how did you approach yourself and trading when you had
first started?

“When I had first gone ‘live’ in the beginning, every day I was losing more on my
account than I had savings in the bank. When I think back it was a crazy, scary
situation. At some points I had twenty pounds left in my back account. Of course, I
could have eventually reached out for help; but I can’t help thinking how precarious
this was. But I never doubted for one second that I would make it. I was sure I would;
I could see all around me how you could make money - and I just knew I was better
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than some of these traders. In a way, no one had ever told me that it was impossible;
I had no idea at the time the failure rate was so high.”

How would you improve the success rate for newer traders, or identify the
reasons for a high failure rate?

“A very difficult question. Maybe the low success rate is what it should be, because
for some traders to earn such incredible amounts; they have to be so few in number.
I will still try to answer -  it is hard since there are so many parameters in trading that
can make you fail. You can have one big issue which overrides any strengths you
may have. I have also noticed how many new traders who speak to me about the
markets seem to overcomplicate everything. Most of the time, after you talk to
someone about trading for ten minutes I can tell you if they understand trading or
not. Sometimes they just don’t see it, they have no clue what you are speaking about
and you don’t understand them either. It does not mean we all have to think the
same of course, but it does feel like you are speaking a completely different
language. What is also very underappreciated at the beginning of your career is the
ability to build regular, yet smaller profitable days. Bring in six to eight hundred a day
regularly. Even with small trading size there should be enough volatility to do this.
For example, so many traders with potential can trade well for three weeks and
suddenly in one week they give it all back. Whatever happens you need to do the
right thing. If so, you should make money and keep it.”

How did competing as a high level ski racer help you on your trading journey?

“I think sport is such a good school for life. Whatever you do in your life I think every
kid should do some competition so you learn to lose. To learn that it can be unfair.
Some people run faster than you, some people are bigger and stronger. Even when
you win, you learn to be humble without thinking you are the best in the world
because in two weeks time you will see you are not the best anymore. Like trading,
everyday is different in ski racing. The snow and the course can change. The
inclination of the slopes, the temperature, wind and the visibility changes. Like
trading, you can aim to reduce the impact of these variables on your race, and this is
what the best guys do, to adapt to the snow and alter their turns. Traders like The
Warrior or The Engineer can adapt to a slow day or a fast day, and this is why they
are some of the best.”
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How did you learn to lose?

“Most of the races you don’t win. Same with trading, you have some good times but
most of the time you get punched in the face. For both racing and trading it is very
important to forget the day before. It is difficult to forget completely, but you must
come back as a clean sheet and restart. I would always be very emotional one day,
but wake up the next and be very positive. This is my strength. I remember others on
the trading floor who would get so frustrated when you get stopped out by a tick.
Trading is way too frustrating? No. Imagine you train for the biggest skiing race of the
year. You drive for ten hours to the other side of Italy to compete. By a small
millimetre of error you go on the wrong side of the gate during the race and it is all
over. You do not have a second chance. That is frustrating. You always have the
option to get back in again if you are stopped out in trading.”

How does this impact any drawdown or bad runs in your trading?

“A trader does need to not destroy everything when he has a bad run. Rather calm
down, and be patient to come back into a positive cycle, because like everything in
life, the profits increase your chances to make more. Losses increase your chance to
continue to lose. In skiing it was the same, when you have a bad time and don't feel
confident on your skis, you only wonder about when you will crash. When you have
confidence you are absolutely convinced you will not crash.”

Did you have any tactics or processes that you used to get out of a bad run in
trading?

“It is very difficult to stop a bad trading spiral. It is easier when you try to think longer
term. Imagining where your returns were 6 months ago compared to now, it does not
look as bad. Where I was going wrong before was trying to change too many things
during a bad run. This does not mean you should be passive. You should come back
to simple principles and focus on the things you can control. Accept it is unlikely you
will make millions the day after a bad run and just focus on the trade ahead. Slowly,
you regain confidence after a few small successful trades, yet it provides you the
opportunity to hit a big trade that gives you much more breathing space. Therefore
sometimes the best thing is to do nothing and keep trading without doing anything
too stupid. On the other hand, everyone tells you to trade the market and not the
P&L. Yet at some point, if your bad trading spiral is bad enough - you do have to
trade according to your P&L. Sometimes you just need to pick a positive number of
your trading account and regard that as the new ‘zero’, the hard floor. All of a sudden
you will really trade like you mean it. Like I say - it is always about perception. Lastly,
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do not underestimate the power of just going outside, take a break. Look at other
things in your life; appreciate spending time with friends. Maybe, you are lucky with
your family life or passionate about something else. This is why it's so important to
have a life outside trading. It is even harder if you have nothing else. When trading
goes wrong there is just so much more pressure.”

How do you look back to some of the P&L milestones in your career?

“Another good example of the importance of perception. My first thousand pound day
was in the Bund trading nine lots on some risk off move. At the time it felt amazing,
now it is a normal breakfast - yet I still feel the same about that day. Compare the
situation to my first six figure trade in Crude Oil many years later. I could have acted
like the King of The Rynek! Instead I felt very vulnerable after such a trade so I
turned off my computer and went outside. Maybe it was stupid to turn off my
computer as the trade that came after was very easy. Even so, I knew to be careful
because of the dangers of how you feel after performing extremely well or badly. I
only focused on making only a few thousand again the next day so I can
consolidate.”

*

The Adventurer’s ability to shift perspective, and ruminate on its capricious nature
can be best demonstrated by an extended account drawdown he had experienced
earlier in his career. Not long after his first six figure trade; and having just restarted
from “zero” following complete account loss during the debacle at his previous firm -
The Adventurer had built his trading account to just under two hundred thousand
euros. Within a short space of time he drew down to just shy of fourteen thousand
euros. Then, when pushed to the brink is when our trader truly came into his own -
finding an inner consistency and resilience in trading results that Atlas so frequently
lauds as our trader’s talent. A consistency only to be rivalled by The Razor himself.
The Adventurer recounts. “We cut all the trading size and restarted small. In a couple
of months I traded well and built back up to ninety thousand. Just by banking two or
three thousand days without fail.” Not long after The Adventurer had moved well past
his initial account high. Between our trader and Haywood debriefing this period, our
trader highlighted once how he managed to draw down so much, and so fast in the
first place. “I was a bit too easy with myself since I made good profit before, so you
give the first ten to twenty percent back. It is only when you start being honest with
yourself, the earlier the better - you can put a stop to it. Yet it is a very difficult
compromise. If you can be extremely avoidant to not lose like The Razor; this is
amazing - but some days you have to accept to lose. That two thousand loss can
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easily transform into twenty thousand. All of a sudden that two thousand loss now
looks much better. Later you start to fight and fight yet lose and lose - then you start
onto the highway of loss. Instead you can just liquidate everything and go outside.
You will live.” In keeping with The Adventurer’s ‘perception’ theme, the trades of
2020 and what will follow will dwarf this period; a mere blip on his performance - yet
its lessons and pain are the most outsized of all.

Lineage

The Adventurer’s long emphasis on the fundamental importance of perception also
extends to overall career strategy - as first examined with The Voyager. In this way
we can approach it slightly differently - the ‘little’ things on a trading floor or
community that go very far in a novice’s career.

Discussing his already consistent strong ability to distribute his clips whatever the
market conditions, our trader recollects a trading day where he was trading against a
strong trending market. With it he recollects a conversation with one of the oldest,
legendary figures on the floor: “I was really losing during the day, yet by the end of it I
cleaned up like crazy. I debriefed with [this trader] and he couldn’t believe how I
traded. He was amazed. My confidence just skyrocketed. I am sure he doesn’t
remember but for me this was everything. I looked up to him, for me he was the God
of trading.” Even for The Adventurer, so self-assured that he will “make it”; this
affirming conversation - a perception shift carried its weight in gold. Another of the
“things that add up”, in the words of Atlas, is that a younger trader forgoes trading in
isolation - without a floor or community. The very awareness and inspiration drawn
from the ‘lineage’ of the community goes a long way. Further, our trader discussed
another story - that of The Warrior inviting all the young traders for dinner. “After a
few drinks in front of everyone he turned around and asked me: So you are the next
big thing? There and then I felt on top of the world. I also looked up to him. On my
first day I thought I wanted to be that guy!” This kind of story was all too common
within all the conversations of each trader in this book. The Godfather too; the oldest
trader in the book - a trader of two decades of experience described how he once
looked up to his own “gods” on the trading floor. All traders had access to the
collective lineage - perhaps mythology of the trading floor and community to inspire,
endure and even provide the seeds of creativity for traders to forge their own identity
and edge. This mythology is unique to that of the community; built upon a network of
shared personal and professional histories. So too will newer traders within the AXIA
community; and perhaps those reading right now will one day recollect their own
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“heros” only for themselves one day to be seen as such by the next generation; and
so the cycle continues.

King Of The Rynek

“Not only we did it. But we traded it with bigger size than we could have dreamed of.
Like every trader, you have so many instances of bad luck - like a toilet break just as
the biggest trade of the week happens. Yet it is really amazing that in one trade all
the bad luck was made back tenfold.” Such was the conclusion of The Adventurer; of
the ‘Limit Down’ trade; as it happened on the fateful night of the emergency FOMC
rate cut in March 2020. Outlined in further detail by The Razor and The Voyager - the
community of traders in Wroclaw had managed to pull these series of trades off. For
The Adventurer the returns of the entire month had nearly matched his cumulative
lifetime turns. Infact, the same principle we have observed from The Voyager’s story
- ‘primed to participate’ was synchronously observed by The Adventurer’s reflections.
“I really compare it as a sportsman who has trained and prepared since he was ten
or fifteen years old and by chance on the day of the Olympics he won the Gold
medal. If I was not experienced as a trader like this, I would have never managed to
take this trade with the size I put on.”

The Adventurer would go on to consolidate the trade of over seven figures; and the
subsequent year. He would eventually resume much of the same activities as we
had first introduced him: “exploring the other things in life”. Investing for his family’s
future, and diversifying outside of trading - our trader had shown a strong propensity
to investing itself. The same of which Haywood often highlights the unfortunate
disposition of how some succesful traders can often be the worst investors; recalling
the stories of others mismanaging their personal fortune due to hubris or naiveness.
Yet, both Haywood and The Adventurer are keenly aware of these implications;
further success and security accentuates the differences between the comfort of
success and those driven traders, hungry for success and possess no ‘Plan B’.
Moreso, in the context with our trader’s world-view; one who through self-admission
no longer possesses his original passion, and trades as a means to an end. As such
we return to the same issue posed originally: What comes ‘next’ for our trader after
‘success’? Or when he has gone “as far as he wanted”, in the words of Haywood.
Our trader doubled down on his view. “Of course I see trading now as a means to an
end. I bought a nice house but I am not going to buy seven - what is the point? We
all know by now that this will not make you happy. This in a way is still fascinating for
me - that humans are happy when we go ‘above’ us and help family and friends. Last
year I met with my former school teacher in my home village - and bought thirty
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books on French history to give to the kids. It is the small things like this in which you
can influence the community around you and it is better than having no money at all.
It would be my dream, for example, to help out a friend with a talented kid to be able
to send them to top schools or universities.”

What followed was a deeper discussion between The Adventurer and Haywood;
reminiscent of the same kind of ‘high-level’, career direction, coaching discussion
with The Voyager. Recall Haywood’s observation that most of these traders in the
book, The Adventurer more so, need to be handled differently now they now deal
with meaning and fulfilment as opposed to the question of becoming a profitable
trader in the first place; or of scaling one’s edge and success. The question then for
our trader is how aware he is of a potential new vulnerability. In the same style as
The Voyager we will leave this impromptu career discussion below:

Alex Haywood (AH) - “Now that you are financially secure - could you have less
stamina? During a tough day it is easier to give up. If you had no choice due to a
good financial situation you could not let yourself give up. Do you think this attitude
creates a vulnerability? It is easier to say: Screw this, I got my money.”

The Adventurer (ADV) - “Yes and no. Like when we discussed that huge drawdown
previously, I had to restart very tight. I can’t easily just give up - I still see this as a
career. If my account goes to zero - it is over in my head.”

AH - “From a birds eye view; it is still dangerous if your commitment to the game is
different. A committed Adventurer is a different animal. We’ve seen how amazing
you traded after your steep drawdown, and how consistent you became. You’ve also
been able to get away with it because of your raw talent. Now with your investments
and security you become yet a different person again. At this stage maybe it is worth
focusing more on getting bigger as a trader. Do you even want to get bigger?”

ADV - “The way I see it, I first want to move away the bulk of my wealth and income
from my trading account. Some traders have nearly eighty percent of their money
just in their trading account. I think the evolution from there is knowing I can still
trade less but really focused and committed when I do. I know I am going up against
other traders who are on the trading floor all the time. I personally do not want this
type of life. There is an alternative, yet there is a compromise - like first accepting
that you will miss many trades and moments in the market.”

AH - “But you still feel you can get a certain quality of life. Yet I think this change of
financial security might now  still require a commitment of selected hours and periods
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of the year of deep focus. As opposed to some extremes like trading for one week
and taking three off. This is to deal with the new person you have become. You might
need to have longer trading stints and longer breaks - basically adding more
structure where you can without it feeling like it takes away your freedom.”

ADV - “Recently I have experienced this by staying put in Wroclaw longer than other
periods due to the house, the kids and more. I will probably have more stability in the
future, being grounded here and it is likely the way in which I will have to evolve
again. I hate routine but I do need to add a bit more structure. Even returning to a
trading floor I should never exclude this if it needs to be done. ”

*

Notice there is no strong conclusion, rather an open ended possibility as this reflects
the reality in dealing with traders at this stage. In the end The Adventurer will have to
find the answers himself. Perhaps he will never have to deal with the issues
discussed above, or newer ones will appear in the future. Nevertheless, it makes
The Adventurer’s remark about the importance of perception even more poignant.
This time the effect of success on perception, more so - the effect of a trader’s
perception when he does not chase ‘more’, as our trader has avoided lifestyle
inflation. He is acutely aware of the danger’s upon one’s own sense of meaning
when he chases performance and money for its own sake. Like we had discussed in
the beginning, The Adventurer's abilities and world-view is a reminder that not all
traders are the same, or approach the game in the same way. Cursory experience of
some new traders embarking on their careers reveal ‘narrow’ goals; perhaps naivete
about their expectations of future fulfilment and sense of purpose beyond adding “an
extra zero to your trading account”. The Adventurer's story is a counter to this,
reflecting a more mature, wiser expectation of what comes after a trader’s ‘success’
and its implications for your career.

The Digest

Below features a summary of the crucial and thematic lessons learnt from The Adventurer.

(1) The Power of Perception. “It is perhaps the most important thing” as stated by
our trader. While this does boil down to specific instances of the physical,
intuitive and physical alarms leaned on by discretionary traders; or the overall
tolerance and management of risk. It has far deeper implications for a trader’s
outlook in his career. No matter his trading results and situation The
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Adventurer soldiered on as he never had doubted his own success; so crucial
at a time early in his career. Succinctly he recollects as such: “No one told me
it was impossible.”

(2) Beyond Success. Our trader’s story is an exercise in maturity and wisdom of
trading in contact with real life. Namely the implications of success; and how
the meaning of it simply changes from person to person; trader to trader. The
Adventurer is a reminder that a trader’s outlook can be different from simply
just being bigger or more profitable. Conversely, our trader too is cognisant of
the trade-offs that arise from this yet is reconciled as it permits his freedom,
helps his family, community and provides the ability to “explore the further
possibilities of life.”

(3) Dynamic Sizing. The identifiable, key edge of our trader. His masterful
dynamic sizing allows him to follow the potential ‘path’ or outcome of a trade
without becoming a specialist within it. The ability to scale in and out of trades;
and lean on the market auction to stay in the market for as long as possible
until the ‘trade’ plays out. The Adventurer is the near perfect representation of
an ‘unstructured’ and ‘tactical’ trader utilising the framework we have explored
in previous chapters. This brings awareness of alternative versions to
managing risk in a trade; requiring a better application of context and the
tolerances of a trader for success.

(4) Lineage. A community’s true value. The Adventurer expressed his strong
confidence boost after being lauded by the two traders he looked up to; both
described as the “Gods” of the trading floor. Yet these traders had their own
“Gods”; and those traders too before them. The cyclical nature of the
‘Pantheon of Traders’ alters the perception of a trader’s career at all stages.
Some find confidence from their words; others inspiration for their own trading
identity. It is one of those “little things” gained from a trading floor or a
community that makes the biggest difference.
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